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Glee Club

NO. 15

olds 51si: Annual Concert:

--------------------------------------~----------------~---------------------~

Featurel-lerman6russVaried ]Stunt Nite Set ]MoenkCapt.u resOr torica~~
Music at Severance I-I all
For May 9; Name Coni:esi:; Shaker is Second
Donnelly l-lead Dunnigan
is Third in Contest; J~ Procrastinate in
Delivery of Decision; Carroll Stars as Chairman
Marks Father Kiefer's Thirteenth Year with Club;
C~n<:ert

Only. Twenty Percent of Tickets Unsold at Presstime
Dr. Louis J. Balogh, instructor in music at John Carroll, will
direct the University Glee Club in their 51st annual Concert,
Sunday ·evening, at Severance Hall at 8:15 p. m.
The main feature of the evening will
be a group of piano solos by Herman
Gruss of Youngstown, who is at present on a concert tour. Mr. Gruss has
studied with Robert Teichmueller at
Royal Conservatory in Leipsig. He was
chosen in competition with twentyfive of the most prominent pianists in
Europe to conduct the piano master
classes at the state conservatory at
Zagreb in what was then AustriaHungary. His European concerts number over the century ma~k and were
played in practically every one of the
European capitals. He has also appeared with many of the symphony
orchestras throughout Ew·ope as soloist. Three years ago Mr. Gruss made
his American debut under the sponsorship of John Carroll at Severance
HalL

Successful Pair

Gruss Offers Chopin,
Debu~

y Selections

You may expect anything on Stunt
Nite, May 9, when the students present Carroll in burlesque, in a free-forall performance sponsored annually by
the Student Union.
Chairman and production manager
th is year is Bob Donnelly, with Ted
Saker his assistant.
Acts of the four classes will be limited to 20 minutes, with an intermission of five minutes. The house managers have announced that they rcserve the right to pull the curtain on
any act that breaks the time limit.
This action will be taken because a
dance is to be held after the performance, and all time will be neaded .
I The classes will perform in the following turn: sophomores, first; juniors,
second; seniors, third; and freshmen
last.
I Chairmen of the classes, appointet'
by the presidents, are: Jack Hunt, se
niors; Bob Donnelly and Fred Fane!ly, juniors; Ted Salter, sophomorel>
and Joe Olexo, freshmen.
Music for the dance will be provided
I by t he rarefactophone.
Judges for the evening have been
chosen but their names will not be di--

Mr. Gruss will play two of Chopin's
works, the "Nocturne in F Major," and
''Etude in A Major.'' 1:hrec of De•
v•1l~o>(l •ft)ti!J tl-.,• ~· - ··------- ..._~hed
OLii.sys ~~) ·,mse
nd tne judge-chairman announces the
mainder of his program.
,.------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 1\Vinning class. The victors will obThe program has been prepared to I
tain the cup, which was won last year
satisfy all listeners. It embraces a numby the class of '40.
her of distinctive arrangements in the
classical and modern. serious and humorous, and religious and secular
fields. It will be arranged in two sections with an intermission between.
The notable numbers in the first part
arc "Vale of Tuoni." Sibelius; "Rest.
Sweet Nymphs." Pilkington; "Sweet
Due to the change of radio schedHearts." Herbert. The second section
ules to daylight saving time, the Uniwill include three religious renditions
versity's progTam will no:w be heard
by Palestrina, Bach. and Arcadelt .
weekly from 1:00 to 1:30 p.m. on Sat-·
.Jon Cherkala Will
urdays.
This Saturday the Radio Club will
Sing IA>Ye Song
feature a discussion prepared ~ Dr.
Jon Cherknla, a freshman, will be
Edward Reilley, assistant professor~of
a featured baritone soloist. He will
history. The program has been pre~ing "Mnttinata," by Lconca\allo. This
pared
to show that the passivity of
piece is the soothing Spanish love song
the people '\Vas the main cause of the
made frunous in this country by Gigli.
low morale and military unpreparedJon will be remembered as the surness of the United States in every
prise hit of the President's com·ocation
war since its conception as a country.
when he appeat·ed to sing two solos
Dr. Reilley, by means of a discussion,
Dr. Louis A. Balogh
Continued on page 6
will point out that corruption in sell
ing and buying by the Government.
and political maneuvering are nothing
new and have always been done by
the minority. The pursuit of the a].
mighty dollar has taken precedence
over our own military preparedness.
On April 26, Mr. Gene Oberst, inHundred of high school seniors will de cend on Carroll Thursstructor in political science. led a disday, l\lay 8, when the first of two Open Hou e date is held.
cussion on the topic, "The ContribuAt 1 :30, the ''big four" high schools of Cle\'eland will have tion of College Athletics to National
th eir contingents here, St. Ignatius, Morale." Assisting him in the presentation were Jack Ennen, student manBalogh Directs ND Choral Latin. Holy Name and Benedictine.
ager, and Ed Sheridan, captain-elect
At
2:30,
the
seniors
of
St.
John's
of
Club in Concert: May 9t:h
of the 1941 football team.
Canton, Ursuline of Youngstown, St.
Under the direction of Dr. Louis L. Mary's and St. Vincent's of Akron, St.
Balogh, the Notre Dame College ChoMary's of both Sandusky and Lorain 21st: Prom Conside re d Best
ral Club will present its annual spring
concert at Hotel Statler, Friday eve- will arrive.
In History of Promenades
The Student Union will provide 25
ning. May 9, at 8:15 p.m.
There has been no doubt that the
Choral numbers on the program in- men to act as guides.
prom W!IS a perfect social success, but
clude: de Pres' "Miserere"; Arcadelt's
At approximately 4, the annual it was released this week that the
"Ave Maria"; Tchaikowsky's "Legend";
football game ·will be held for the sen- twenty-first promenade was a financial
S<'humann's "IntQ the Open Air"; "Alsuccess for the first time in the hisleluia'', an original composition by Dr. iors' benefit.
The laboratories, classrooms, lecture tory of the events.
Balogh; Granados' "A Shepherd Idyl;
This is considered amazing since exRameau's "Let Us Sing" ; Lasso's "Echo halls and Bernet Hall will be open
_
penditures for t his prom were the
Song"; Luvas' "Ho-La-Li" and Tchai- to the visitors.
Carroll's second open house date highest ever spent b y CarrolL The
kowsky's "Dance of the Reed Flutes"
and "Waltz of the Flowers." In addi- will be on May 11, Mother's Day, when committee engaged the best band,
tion there wilt selections by the cham- the adults, as well as the general pub- bought the best favorS, rented the
ber music group of Notre Dame Col- lic, of greater Cleveland will be wel- most elite location, and Carroll men
come to see the schooL
responded.
lege and John Carroll Unh·ersity.

tne re-I

.,

--

I

Dr. Reilley Speaks
On Radio Program

Carrol/1-/o/ds Open 1-louse May 8
And 11th; General Public Invited

Speaking on "God and International Law,'' Jean Moenk, senior,
won the annual upperclass Oratodcal contest which was h eld ··
Tuesday, April 22, at the Hotel Hollenden. Second and third
places were awarded by the judges ~·
two sophomores, Mitchell F. Shaker
of Niles and Thomas Dunnigan of Cleveland. respectively. Shaker spoke on
''National Apostasy" and Dunnigan on
"Peace is Where You Find It."

Runnerups included: Charles A.
Maurer on "Maybe the Democrats -·
Were Right"; Paul Vincent on ''Uni.on
with a Foreign Power"; and Larry Cahill on "Then· and Only Then" _
Judges for the contest were: Municipal Judges Lillian B. Westropp, Mary
B. Grossman and Seth Hurd.

Audience Waits 25
Minutes For Decision
After the speeches were given, an<f
the judges had retired to make tb
decision, the audience and spea'
were kept in suspense for 25 m'
as the j4dges worked out a v
ficult de< · .
Jean Moenk
,T-

rlr t:::::;

i.he aeadlihe
tr.-the Photographic societ).,•s annual salon is t~day at f o'clock.
The photographs will be judged
at that time by Rev. George J.
Pickel, S. J., Mr. Eugene G. Oberst, and Bernard S. Jablonski.
The entries will be displayed
on the third floor of the main
building from May 5th to 12th.
Students are invited to visit the
exhibit.

Finally,
taking the

.... •oi•

ks

1

r~t~

Carroll, .J.

on

/e~~n~
_of ~e ill Dr. .it.
ence
~""'"~.:.,.Dio l,>."t Pi-

them to the audietce.
1
After the meeting was ~d
students of Ursuline, Notre Carroll joined with the contt.
a salon for a tete-a-tete with
and potato chips.
Attendance at the contest was
minimum.

'~- /

(Editor's Note: - See editorial o.
1pn9er's views on the attendance at
this important event. )

l-lold ~lec~ions May 13th;
Use New Voting Methods
Probably the most active, yet friendliest, class elections will
,be held May\ 13. The new system of caucus and ballot will be
used, through the efforts of the Union which decided on April

Frosh Prepare for
Dance May 16th
Kermit Nee!~ president of the
freshmen, has instituted a new policy
in regard to the '44 class dance,
which will be held May 16 at t h e
Pine Ridge Country Club. Instead of
appointing a head chairman, Neely appointed three chairmen, with subcommittees under them.
These m en include: program chairman, Bob Ennen with his committee of
Don MacDonald, Louis Turi, Bill Grose
and Murray Tordoff, who h ave offered
a free dance bid to the designer of
the most clever dance program, deadline for which is May 7.
Bob Dickey is in charge of tickets
with a committee of Bob Gavin, Bob
Colopy, Bill Mulligan and Tom Noland. Tariff is kept at $1.75 despite
increase of general expenses.
Ed O'Connor is in charge of publicity over ·a committee of Dick Gottas,
Tom Choates, Tom O'Kane, and Bob
Byrne, who have announced that
Charlie Barrett and his famous band
has been booked. Barrett is famous
for his featuring of a lovely vocalist
and two pianos.

22 to use the new system, even though
it took more work, just to establish
the better system or elections.
The scenes were conspicuously cool
until last week when the students realized elections were upon them.
The general theme has been adopted which discards the enmity-fostering dorm-town strife, and established
a trend toward cooperation between
factions made up of both dorm and
city students. This system during the
pre-election activity seems to have
given the presidency and treasurership
to the townhops, and the vice-presiden cy and secretaryship to the BernetJI\en.
In charge of elections of the classes, as appointed by Union prexy Bill
Joyce are Joe McCarthy, juniors; Jack
Schmitt, sophomores; and Jack Ennen,
freshmen.
Caucuses of the classes will be held
Tuesday, May 13, during convocation
period, and elections will be held by
indiviual ballot later in the day. At
the caucus, there will be unlimited
nominations, but after the election,
only two with the highest votes for
the office will appear on the final
ballot.
This system is another "reform"
measure installed by the present Union, and first used this year at the
frosh elections.

THE
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NEWS

"There hasn't been an atrocious, sa''age, uncivilized, barbarian insult to
humanity like the recent burning of
historic buildings in London by the

ARROLL

C

ATS
OLUMN

By Tom Moore

\Vhat with the international situation being
as it is, with strikes, submarines, air raids and
draft quotas splashed all over the front pages,
little time or space has been given to the really essential problems of modern society.
No one seems to want to delve into these
vital questions. Whether they are afraid to
expose the present conditions, or whether they
are being intimidated by propagandists is unknown. The fact remains that certain vital
problems are unsolved.
Something that has bothered me for
while is a question that seems simple
surface, but in reality is very deep. . .
twenty feet) . The perplexing problem
What happens to old term papers?

a great
on the
(about
is this:

· There are two schools of thought on the old
term paper situation, the Schlepkisian, or give'em-back school, and the Apiscatchan, or the
file-or-forget trend of thought.
The Schlepkisian school does not create any
sizable problem, because under the Lend-Lease
plan the papers are in vicious circle. We may
dismiss this school without further ado. (Ado
didn't come t9 school today).

The other school of thought, the Apiscatchan,
is the one that causes the trouble. The pro£essors who are members of this outfit insist
upon k-eeping the old term papers. We can
attach no motive to their failure to return the
papers, but it is springtime and all stuff like
.that there.
However, someone should get to these men·

The Carroll News on behalf of the facstudent body of John Carroll

ex~ds

its

b._sympath~

and explain the gravity of the problem. Perhaps they would relent and release the papers.
Each professor has about five classes a week.
Each class has an average of thirty students.
This means that about one hundred fifty papers are submitted to each instructor twice a
year.
Say each pref has been teaching An average
of ten years. That makes three thousand term
papers of about twenty pages each that the
various professors have r eceived. There are
about fifty instructors at John Carroll. Put
this all together and you find that somewhere
there are 7,500,000 sheets of old term papers
lying around. This must be inv~tigated! The
Office of Production Management should be
notified. Here we have a true bottleneck.
There are 7,500,000 sheets of paper used on
one side only. The Army needs paper. The
Navy needs paper. And what do we do? We
hoard 7,500,000 sheets of perfectly good paper.
The injustice of it all!
Think of what could be done with this paper. The Signal Corps could use it for many
vital army orders. The State Department could
use it for diplomatic notes. Imagine being able
to say, "The peace treaty that ended World
War II was w ritten on the back of my term
paper."
There is no end to the number of uses to
which this paper can be put. Uncle Sam needs
it! Release this bottleneck! Let John Carroll
University do its part in national defense!

By Ted Saker
RUMORS: In high musical quarters in Cleveland, this year's Glee Club Concert is considered so outstanding, that you needn't be
surprised at the dignitaries you see at Severance Hall Sunday night. . .
SAD, BAD NEWS: From several authorities
we have heard- that one of the

lu..-~U.""'J"

items

which will be heavily ta.xed is the phon~graph
record. A revenue from 20 percent to 40 percent is expected to be slapped on the disks
by September. . . Nearly 150 million records
were sold last year at an average price of 50
cents. . . whew! . . . FEW ptople know or
realize that Fred Waring is nearly fifty years
old . . .
PROPAGANDANTHEMS: very beautiful, stirring melodies are being released which will
make any anglophile weep. . . Jimmy Dorsey
rings the bell on MY SISTER AND I. . . and
lesser versions of LAST TIME I SAW PARIS,
etc . . . but, as one reviewer so aptly put it: "I
won't decide which of these songs is best until
I hear something like: IN THAT SMELLY
RESTAURANT IN ATHANOPOLOUS, GREECE."
SPRING SMASHES: year ago IMAGINATION
ran the field, but hoc anno, honors will divide
between Jan Savitt's APRIL SHOWERS and
TDorsey's THE THINGS I LOVE . . .
MUSICRITICISM: Leo Reisman's rare arrangement of THEY MET IN RIO shares field with
Russ Morgan on this embryoniclicker. . . EVER
hear the story of JENNY? Mildred Bailey will
tell you (or ask Bill Joyce or Chas. Maurer .. .)

and Maurer, the Canton farmer, is crazy over

Screwball 1-laul

that cowboy's song, YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE ...
WE TOLD YA SO: Jan Savitt's back on Victor. 1st time was during his affiliation with
the Philadelphia Symphony . . . and his grandBy Dick Weisbarth and
father was an intimate of the great TchaikowJack Cooper
sky!!! ... Jimmy Dorsey combines GREEN EYES
that.-~5!>~ntf·~g~J..,~s~.h~
n
er~e~,~;'£~~~~~-~~·-~·d 1!ARIA ELENA for one of the best-seller
~-11!1111!"-":--~urmng 4b ir li tie
,
I!Ofii~-Jo.rrlbe"' first, "'Uhe "Eber1y-O'<!JIIt'•.,!!d~shing blithely hither and yon, the
setup sells the disk . . . Wayne King offers A
tioned young man's fancy is turning to
BROKEN MELODY in his imtble style. . .
anything but school. Social events are the
Woody Herman leads all with hisnatch of
order of the day.
EVERYTHING HAPPENS TO ME which will go
This week is 11. busy one. The highlight is
far&high . . .
the Glee Club Concert on Sunday at Severance
TED WEEMS: who played for Carroll's '34
Hall, and Friday night the I. C. C. will hold
prom, finally releases his t heme song: OUT OF
another stag dance.--Celebrities ... Quite a few
THE NIGHT. . . which his recent radio swish
Carrollites were present at The Latin Jubilee
clicked . . .
dance at the Trianon on Saturday last. Gabby
BLUEBIRD uncovers a new ork: LES HITE
Sees, Bob Byrne and Frank Reda seemed to apwho tickles all with THE WORLD IS WAITprove of hlle Bobby Byrne-less band... Sammy
ING FOR THE SUNRISE ... with deft in n ew
Zuckerman (The Joisey Kid) was seen with
phase of counterpoint. . . and we heartily recMary Lou Harkness ... Tom Dunnigan and the I.
ommend Duke Ellington's TAKE THE " A"
C. C. Vice Prexy Kay Cullen from Notre Dame
TRAIN and SIDEWALKS OF NY... GUY LOMwere also present.
BARDO revitalizes I'LL SEE YOU IN MY
Ed Manofsky and Lucille Bond were seen visDREAMS. . .
iting the Cleveland Hotel's Bronze Room. . . .
That lovely female frequently seen with Sopho-

oft

Editorial •••

Carroll Students.

• •

. . . Not to Blame
A week ago Tuesday, the finals of the

Ora.lorical Contest were conducted at
Hotel Hollenden. There was no admission; The speeches were of an unusually high caliber; but very few members of the student body were present
to hear them. This lack of support by
the student body of student acti\'ities

ha.c; been severely criticized by a num-

bel· of people.

But the Jack of support is not due
in this case to an absence of interest on
the part of students. There is n. <leeper
l'eason for the sparse attendance of
the Oratorical finals. That reason, we
believe, is that the entire affair was
badly handled. The students, who attended are to be congratulated, but
those \Yho were not present are in no
wav to be blamed. For with this mis·
handling came the inevitable lack of
publicity and consequently a small attendance.
'Ve do not know the reason for this
mismanagement, but we believe that if
in the future the Oratorical Society, or
in any other Carroll activity that wishes successfully to sponsor an event
should take a Jesson from thi and plan
its activities far enough in the future
so that ample publicity can be accorded them.
It is necessary that after a date far
enough in advance has been secured,
that all concerned cooperate to the utmost in obtaining the publicity so essential to the success of any scholastic
event.
It is not the fault of the student fo1·
not attending an affair, if he is not informed of such an event.

more Warren Corrigan is Mary Curtis, West
Side lass. . . . Ray Knapp and Neal Carroll
have dubbed Bob Cleary "High pockets," for
obvious reasons. Incidentally, this is the same
Bob Cleary who receives correspondence in
French and then has "Ham" McFadden translate the "sweet nothings." While dancing at
the Detroit Ave. Soda Bar, Pete Corrigan
seemed to be doing a rather intricate dance
step, inste~d Pete was merely trying to dance
and hold his pants up at the same time. Jim
Conforti, stellar lineman on the football team,
is a heavy date!' of Mather's Mary Jean Sweeney. . . . Frosh Jack Corrigan is frequently
seen with Dolores Mackin, the Ohio Bell belle.
. . . Ed O'Connor and Mary Lou Ireg mingling
with the congenial Chinamen at the Tropics .. ..
The Bob McConvill~, Helen Arth duet is still in
harmony . ... Bob Vitek and Jane Koptis making a fine twosome.
We wonder who is the head man in the trio
that is rushing our librarian, pretty Eleanor
Knutson? . . . Is it love that causes Warren
Hayes to answer so quickly the letters of his
Marion, Ohio, heart-interest Pat Lawler? . . .
If Bob Kenny and Agnes Bratel enjoyed themselves riding "Hanrahan's Hoppers" last Sat urday night ... If Paul Vincent and Jim Carroll
have the convoy question settled yet . . .
And if Gentleman Bob; Schulte is definitely set
on Betty Harold.
Department of Political Palaver: As class
elections are in the immediate offing, we wish
to state that our block of votes-two, count
'em-will be thrown to the party guarantee-

ing elevator service to the News room, and introductions to the girl in the Raleigh ad.
Advice to the Lovelorn. . • . How can we
help it if the Notre Dame Cotillon Dance is on
the same night as the Carroll Frosh d ance?!!
No! We can't do anything about regulating
dates. Sir! That language is en tirely out of
place in this department.-Drag it out, copy

American capital in 1814."
-U. of Detroit ne,vspaper

letter to the editor

~

jj

• • •

Fr. McQuade has said recently
that the student body at Carroll
was about twenty years behind the
times, and extremely inactive with
regard to the great movements in
the social field, Catholic Action,
etc.
The Religion department
head is right. We will try to tell
him why.
Father McQuade, the youth of
America is disillusioned. We are
disgusted with our country's leaders because these so-called leaders
pay absolutely no attention to our
opinions and desires. Is there any
reason for us to organize in the
face of hopeless failure?

=

In the recent Lenten Lectures,
Father Horne said that inevitably
this oountry was going to war.
Father Horne also reviewed the
world events since the last Armistice. He told us of the perfidy of
the statesmen at Versailles, of the

Jack of foresight on our part tJo

halt the actions whkh brought
about this war.
But, Father Horne, after we
have studied British history, and
listened to your speech, how can
we_l>e ~p~ct~ t9 fight on behalf

r-J.bf tfie

J.aithl~.sprtlish ·Frmp,l-fu·.':z4oc.~,_...~

M_sgr. Sheen tells us, "We must
not judge ourselves by the wickedness of our enemies, but by the
justice of God." If we WOULD
judge ourselves good by the justice of God, then we have a right
to condemn Hitler. But let us
turn about and see our own wickedness--rampant divorces, birth
control, prostitution unlimited,
1·ampant communists, the widen-

ing crime wave, graft galore, pro-

tection of such men as Harry
Bridges, the countless lynchingsand we could go on.
Father McCue pointed out in his
lecture that American Youth is
puzzled by the atheism of this

country "·here many Americans
consider God as some vague force,
or Reason, or Science, or Money
. . . '' and he continues: "Youth
sees this and wonders . . . '' and
Youth is confused, disillusioned.
Ted Saker

boy.
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Journalism Panel Of Cleveland' Dailies' St:affmen Is Successful
Alumni News

/-/ail, 1-/o/y Queen ...

Sunday, May 4, the John Carroll
Glee Club will present its annual concert at Severance Hall. Frank Caine
'40, Bill Duffin '40, and Bill Cavanaugh
(formerly of '42,, who had all served
as past officers of the club are expected to attend. Although the tick·
====e:t.=<cCi;o:::>i=tm:mitt-ee ot he- -d,al;;*';;s"'C()Itt;aet"""l=..&'l~=~
ed a number of the alumni, their turnout is expected to be mediocre.
The concert is a highlight in the
tradition of John Carroll University.
Let's see the alumni set the pace in
supporting this year's songfest.
From Camp Grant, Ill., com&s a fine
success story of one Carroll's grads.
Capt. Charles Prochaska has been appointed adjutant to the colonel in
charge of the camp. Prochaska is a
graduate of St. Louis Medical School.
[nstcad of pursuing medical work,
.. Mother of mercy, our life, our sweetness and our hope. To thee do we
Charles chose the officer's training
that has been offered to him during in this vale of tears. Turn then, most gracious advO<'ate, thine eyes of mercy
cry, poor banished children of Eve, to thee do we send up our sighs, weeping
his year for Uncle Sam.
Two hard-working medical students, toward us, and after this, our exile. . ,
Frank Rack. '38, and Edward Rambousek, '38, have been recipients of
Today, more than ever, does there apparently exist the reason for pessimism
two of the most coveted scholarships
in the face of the struggles which face mankind. There seems no possibility
presented to students of Western Reserve's Medical SchooL Both boys of eventual peace, domestic, national or international: no source from which
have received Crile Scholarships for succor and inspiration can be derived.
But this is the month of May. We stop and look about us, and we find ourexcellence in studies.
Frank was
granted a scholarship for work in pe- selves in that special time of the year dedicated to our universal mother, the
diatrics. Ed obtained his in the field Blessed Virgin, Mary.
of Pharmacology.
In our haste to maintain pace with our domestic, social and edu~tional
connections, we nearly forget to stop and look about us, and to offer a prayer
to the Virgin.
There are some in this world, probably in this very college, that actually
scoff at such a commemoration as is put forth here. These men are not ignorant of the power of the Mother of Christ, nor do they disbelieve in the inspiration which comes from her. Rather are they tainted by the earthly beliefs
Tonight at Carroll the Inter-colleg- of the world, and they are t1·apped in a maze of materialism.
Those men who go to the Virgin and lay their hearts bare before her in
ial.,.( Club is sf'onsoring an informal
swmg, fnt.\1 'n what j:»'Omise!' to be this, _her special month, obtain a new courage toward life's most difficult
the most artistic setting ever designed frays, and to them does there come a realization that nothing in this world
is anything but transient.
for a dance in the school auditorium.
Picture for yourself the JCU auditorand after this our exile, show untd, us the Blessed Fruit of thy womb,
ium dec orated
Jesus. 0 clement, o loving, a. sweet Virgin Mary.
with hundreds of
verigated tulips,
encircled by a
h u g e r a inbow,
and all arranged
by the chairman,
Mitchell Shaker,
and his commit''This war is a judgment of God, and to ask Him to stop it is
tee consisting of
Notre
Dame's
to ask Him to break one of His own laws,·' said Msgr. Fulton J.
Margie Westcott
Sheen of the Catholic University of America, to a pac*ed
audience of 2,000 at the Music Hall of
Public Auditorium a week ago.
Miss Schneider
The second reflection Msgr. Sheen
offered was that we should "not seek
to preserve the status quo in its totality . . . " and the third " ... we will be
and Ursuline's Dorothy Schneider.
saved, not by the revolution, but by a
Every selection of music played for
Elected president of the Little Thea- counter revolution . . . "
the dancers is guaranteed by the comThe intemationally known philosomittee to meet as far as possible the ter Society for the coming year was
approval of all, since Maestro W. G. Mitchell F. Shaker of Niles, Ohio, Wed- pher stated that his speech was a preBerner has been forwarded a compre- nesday, in a regular meetinz presid- view of his series of next year's radio
addresses on the Catholic Hour.
hensive list of the most popular numSpeaking on his first reflection, Mon-·
bers. This .side of the affair will be ed over by Irvin Blose, retiring exehandled by Bill Monroe and Bob Rob- cutive. J. Emmet Quinn of Latin was signor Sheen said, "This war is not a
erts.
elected vice-president; Tom O'Brien, visitation of God, but it is the harvest
Dancing will start at 8:30 p.m. and secretary and Frank Savage, treasurer. to a sowing. . . a consequence to the
continue until the midnight hour. ReShaker will be a member of the Un- way men have lived . . . in apostasy
care to indulge, in the cafeteria, the ion, and will be toastmaster at the
care to indulge in the cafeteria, the organization's annual banquet which
''We must not judge ourselves
atmosphere of which will be trans- will be held May 8, 6:30 p.m., at Lucby the wickedness of our eneformed into a pleasing cafe.
cioni's at 40th and Euclid.
mies, but by the justice of
Action was finally taken on the isOthers who have
God .. .''
been working es- sue of obtaining keys for the deservMSGR. SHEEN
pecially hard that ing members of the organization. As
all might have a a tradition begun now for the future, from God. God has warned: 'Unless
good time are the keys will be awarded to the faith- you return, you will be visited with
Lou Turi, Pierce ful m embers at the end of each year. your own iniquities .. .'
Meighan and Dick
"This war marks the end of an era.
Humphrey of Car. . . Today begins the era of the
roll, and Betty
breakup of religious disunity. . . PaCullinan, Kay Lagans ask the church to use her opvelle, Jane Walsh
portunity . . . to stop the war. Why?
and Rita Vincent
. . . so they can go back to their paganism.''
Long awaited by every resident of
On his second reflection, he said,
Bernet Hall is the annual hall picnic "Christ forsook the transient glory of
Miss Westcott
to be held tomorrow at Brecksville the transfiguration for the ~mal
Metropolitan Park. At eight-thirty in glory of the Resurrection. . . everyof Ursuline.
the morning there will be !lf mass emi- thing changes . . . we cannot preserve
The affair is stag. and Notre Dame gration from the Hall to the park by the status quo in its totality. . . we
and Ursuline have each promised to bus.
must distinguish between what is
send large contingents. But. for the
Judging from the past record of this good and bad in our world . . ( such
benefit of those who so desire, cou- affair, the day will be an enjoyable as one divirce in every six man'iages,
pies will be welcome.
one for the men, rain or shine.
23 communists in one New York

ICC Holds Dance in
Gym Tonighl: At: 8

Msgr. Sheen Offers Theologian's
Viewpoints on Second World War

Elect: Shaker Head
Ol LTS; Give Ke.ys

Bernet: Hall Picnics
Tomorrow in Park

I
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15 0 Sfudent:s l-lear Lectu rers,
On Journalism's Latest Points
A series of six lectures on journalism was concluded here at
Carroll on Tuesday afternoon, in room 228. The program,
conducted durmg the past month, was available through the
cooperation and courtesy of the editors
of the three Cleveland dailies, and was
attended by over 150 men.
At the suggestion of Rev. Edmund
C. Horne, S. J., editors Paul Bellamy
of the Plain Dealer, Louis G. Seltzer
of the Press and Nat Howard of the
News each sent two members oi. their
staffs to lecture to those of the Carroll student body who are interested
m journalism.
On April 7, Mr. E. P. Derthick, city
day editor of the Plain Dealer, opened
the series with the lecture entitled,
·'Editorial Writing". in which he explained the necessity of an editorial
in a newspaper and summarized the
fundamental elements that should be
employed to make it complete.
In the talk on the next day, news
editor of the Plain Dealer, Philip W.
Porter, described the various problems
that are constantly being met with by
the editors of large daily papers. He
said to the effect that today the big
stumbling block is determining, "just
what is news" and "how long does it
take for hot news to grow cold.''
Resuming the Journalism lectures
after the Easter vacation, A. T. Burch.
associate editor of the Press, lectured
on editorial writing, supplementing his
topic with accounts of his professional
experiences, and views on editorials.
Next was a talk on political reporting in which Richard Maher, political
writer of the Press, discussed the important phases of writing on politics,
the status of a political writer and the
various angles from which he must
cover an assignment.
A week later on April 28, the first
of the final set of talks was delivered
by John M. Storm, editorial writer and
associate eQ.itor of the News.
His
topic, "Feature Writing," proved to be
both educational and interesting.
In concluding the lecture series,
Wallace Katz, reporter for the News
related his adventures and experiences
while leaming to be a reporter and
pointed out the difficulties qne must
overcome to climb the ladder of success in this field.
All lectures were held in room 228
at' 4 p. m.

Fitzgerald Elected
Prefect of Sodality
The Sodality elected Junior Ken
Fitzgerald prefect for next year, yesterday, in a new method of private balloting which was under the direction of
Jerome P. Sullivan, Larry Cahill and
John W. Whelan. Other officers elected
include: vice-prefect, Larry Cahill; seccretary, Bob Feltes.
Fitzgerald thus is another officer to
attain a seat in the Student Union.
Since the membership of the group
has such varied schedules, this new
method of voting proved very satis·
factory, since each student received
his ballot at some time during the day,
and every member was able to exercise
the privilege of casting a ballot.
Main contenders for the prefectship
were Robert Sly, Art Wincek, and Nick
Barille. Moderator of the Sodality is
the Religion Department he~d, Father
James J. McQuade, S. J.
school, the communist element in
labor organizations. . .
"We will be saved by a counterrevolution," the lecturer said of his
last reflection, "that will be just as
violent as a revolution, not on our
neighbor, but on ourselves. . . cutting
out our own selfishness and egotism
. . . and what this world needs and
awaits is a saint ... who will lead the
way back to God. . . and whom God
has nob yet sent.

~ e+d ~ym-pes-i t::hf'l"1·~=-\=oJ"f"~'====
Pope's ~ncyclical
A symposium in honor of Pope"Leo
XIII will be held May 15 at 8:15, under the auspices of the Carroll Sociology club and students of Ursuline
college. Chairman for the event is
Frank Talty.
The topics of discussion will be taken from the Pope's encyclical, Rerum
Novarum. The first and last two lectures given will be offered by the representatives of Ursuline college. Admission will be 25 cents.
Six Carroll men will offer different
aspects of the encyclical, and they are
Ed Sheridan, Bob Trivison, Frank
Stanton, Ray Casey, Bill Monroe, and
John Ray.
Miss Dorothy Schneider of Ursuline
and Clement Rannigan and Jack Turowski are included on the promotion
co=ittee.

Talk To Men
On Missions

On the occasion of the celebration
of Propagation of the Faith Day, the
student assembly of John Carroll on
April 2~ was honored by t~e presen~e
of Msg.J. John P. Treacy, ~ n,. ~
rector of the Propagation of the Fai~h,
who with Father Kifian and his JeSuit
miSSIOnary companion, Father O'Conner, pleaded the cause of the foreign
missions.
Father Kilian was the first speaker
presented by Rev. E. C. McCue, S.J.,
dean of John Carroll University and
master of ceremonies for the occasion .
Father Kilian talked very enlighteningly about the little known and little
publicised 'caste war' being carried on
in India today. He told of the miserable plight of the various casts, most
notably of which are the Untounchables, the Unseeables and the Unapproachables. A hopeful sign in the
movement to end this war of class
distinction and hate is the seemingly
victorious fight being waged by Dr.
Ibencar, who has raised himself up to
be the acclaimed leader of the oppressed through the education he received
here in America.
At this point of the program Art
Winseck, president of the Xavier Club,
presented Father Treacy with a check
of $150.00, the total sum collected
from the student body at the regular
Friday Masses.

Fr. A. J. Murphy
Talks To Students
"Although the Protestants and the
Jews have taken up Social Work in
splendid fashion, we of the Catholic
Faith feel perhaps that our Sisters
and Priests will carry our share of the
burden when in reality we in society
should be doing it as a profession.''
These words were the basis for a
talk given last Tuesdny, April 22, by
Rev. Albert J. Murphy, director of the
Catholic Charities of Cleveland who
addressed a group of fifty John Carroll students in the Biology lecture
room at 11:00 p.m. The purpose of
the t::llk was to acquaint the undergradu3tes of Carroll with the possibilitie-, of entering Catholic Social
Work as a profession.
Father stated that social work is no
longer the task of the individual bu
(Continued on page 6'
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Fenn;·

Drop

Two

of the doubles team of Bruce ThompWith almost half their schedUle now
son and Dick Moriarity, as they caprecorded as history, the Carroll nettured their sets from Akron, 6-4; 4-6;
tors next week continue their pace,
6-3. Captain Jerry Nolan was the othplaying Kent and Oberlin. The history
er winner as he tripped his opponent
thus far has not been as successful
in straight sets. Representing Akron
as was expected from the racqueteers
were Bellair, Smith, Ricker, Rosenthal,
in their contests with Baldwin Wallace
Pettrey, Weaver, Heid, \'ITeiner, and
Case, Fenn, and Reserve.
Wollin.
The Blue S,trcaks opened their season by handing Bereans a 8 to 1 trounBouncing back from their 9 to 0
cing at the latter's courts. The match
whitewashing at the experienced hands
was not particularly colorful, each
of the Oberlin Yeomen, the Case Riders
game marked with the usual early
trounced the Blue Streaks, 7 to 2. This
season slowness. The Blue Streaks lost
victory a u tomatically mal<es the Big
but one of the singles matches and
Four contest as between the Brown
swept triumphantly through the douband
White and the Reserve Red Cats,
les.
since B. W. appears definitely out of
On Thursday of the same week, the
the picture. Case boasts of a team now
netters absorbed a 5 to 4 beating at
infinitely better prepared than the
the hands of the University of Akron.
squad licked by Oberlin, since previous
The games were played on the Zippers'
to this encounter practice was practicampus. Then less than a week later,
cally nil. Volleying for Case are Clark,
Carroll met the tennis team from the
Murphey, Mathers, Lucht, Konker, an d
Rubber City in a return engagement.
Waeye.
That was Wednesday. This time the
Pictured above is Carroll's Tennis Team. They are, rear, l left to right , Bob
Blue and Gold was trimmed, gaining
Tuesday the Blue Streaks gained
in but one each of the singles and Kleinhenz, Sam Scaravell1, Dick Moriarity, and Ed O'Malley, Mgr.; front : Jerry their second victory of the season,
skinning
the Fenn Foxes, 5 to 4. Nodoubles. Most encouraging of the af- Nolan, Bruce Thompson, Jock Grauel, Coach Chuck Heaton, Bill Dowling, and
Ian, Dowling, Thompson and Miller
ternoon's play was the perfO!·mance Jack Miller.

collegiat:e at:hlet:ics
. • edit:orial

•••

Educators generally lament the importance attributed to athletics in the
modern school system. Entirely too much emphasis, they maintain, is given
not only interscholastic competition, but more especially intramural activities.
Strangely enough, it is these same edu cators who presently rave about the
softness of American youth. The young man of the early twen tieth century
tJree.dy tended toward t h is weakness. At that time
much talk circulated which placed the b lame for this
condition on the idea that youth took insufficient interest in gymnastics and athletics. The greatest militarists
admit the value of sports by the very inclusion of them
in the routine of the khaki-clad men who are now
preparing to defend us from an unknown foe.
Although sufficient emphasis is apparently given football, greater support should go to the minor college
athletics, for they are likewise essential to man's physical development. Not everyone has, by nature, the
physique for the bodily contact of football; but few can
truly say that such activities as tennis and golf are beyond them, and baseball attracts millions of average Americans. In a word, greater support for
them should become characteristic of a well rounded college program.
Mr. Oberst argued for the essence of this very sentiment in his radio
address last Saturday. The coach insisted upon the need of collegiate athletics
in the evolution of national defense and national moral. That spirit of selfsacl'ifice, so nece sary among citizens of any country in distress, is developed
and directed in athletics. It is vital not only to the health and welfare of a
nation as a whole, but to each and every member composing it.

Trotters Set Pace
In IM Baseball
By Sam Calandra

Fathers' Club Honors
Hockey, C age Teams

I

Akron

won for Carroll in the singles, while
the Grauel-Nolan and Miller-Kleinhenz
combinations pulled the match from
the fire by taking t heir sets in the
doubles. Harry and Heflin won for the
Foxes in the singles, beating Moriarity and Kleinhenz r espectively. Other
representatives for Fenn were Headly,
Rowe, Gaellard , Getz and Schaeffer.
Reserve Whips Carroll
Yesterday afternoon, t h e r a cqueteers
of Reserve tripped Carroll, 5 to 4, at
the Moreland Courts. The Cat s found
the base line more frequen tly t han the
Blue Streaks, and thereby gaine d an
edge. The singles were split, 3 a ll, with
Bill Dowling, Bruce Thompson, and
Dick Moriarity ch alking up victories.
Krashin, Maire, and Moras won for
the victors. In the d oubles the decision was taken by t h e firs t and secon d p airs; for Reserve Thompsen-Moriarity being the only combina tion for
Carroll. Heaton, tennis coach , was satisfied with the Str eak exhibit ion, and
feels that the forth coming matches
will not end so sorro wfully .

Trivison Wins Golf Crown
Leads Team Against Kent

Only two weeks of the intramural
baseball season have elapsed, and alr eady there is no d oubt that all, but
. Turf Diggers;
two of t h e teams, are merely playin g
78
out their sched ule. The super iority of
the Dead Enders in one league and the
By Russ F aist
Trotters in the other is so evident that,
Bob Trivison, newly crowned golf
unless some stunning upset occurs,
these two teams will meet in the play- champion, will lead the University
golf team in quest of an inaugural vicoff for the winner's trophy.
tory when they play host to the linksEvidently playing in a weaker lea- men from Kent State, Monday, at one
gue, the Trotters have convincingly o'clock at Hawthorne Valley.
throttled their two opponents. The
luckless Wild Irish, who have yet to
He won the right to play in the
win a game eith er in the hardwood or No. 1 position by coupling two sparkon the diamond, were the first victims ling rounds of 74-78 for a total of
of the powerful Trotter attack. John 152, to capture the school tournament
Rozance led his soph teammates by held recently at the University Heights
pitching a no-hltter as they overwhel- Course. This total topped the field
med the hapless juniors 17-0. A few of some thirty-five by ten strokes, and
days latter, the Trotter attack, paced insured him a handsome trophy offerby Ray Duffy, Neal Carroll, Joe Hachey er for the best medal score.
and Jack Scaccuta, again piled up 17
runs as they limited the Finks to a
Besides Trivison, Herb Bee, who is
lone tally. Rozance continued to pitch- tutoring the golf squad. has chosen the
no-rut ball. The solitary Fink run was following to represent Carroll on the
scored off the slants of "Lefty" Car- greens. Fred Fannelly of basketball
roll.
renown, who was runner-up to the
Dead Enders Trounce
champ with 82-80; Matt Schneider
who trailed Fred with 83- 80; and
Rival Zazula Zazas
In the other division the Dead End- George Heilman, who shot 82-84 to
ers handed their basketball rivals, the garner the fourth rung. Al Gaul has
Zazula Zazas, their second setback, been chosen as alternate.
9-1. Fred Fanelly, Ray Casey, and the Fanelly Only N ew Man
Resuming their intercollegiate bowling competition, Ca1~roll's Barilles,
Ang and Nick, sparkled on the On '41 Sq uad
keglers downed Case in a home-and-home encounter, and tnpped defense as well as the offense. The ZaThe team was chosen as a result of
Reserve in the first of two matches.
zas had previously lost to the Idols,
Yesterday they downed Case in the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7-0 but later defeated the Gestapo, the showings in the tow·nament, and
members will hold down team pos iCase may unite with Carroll to form 10-3.
second of two engagements by a 110
tions corresponding to their places in
pin margin. 2385 to 2275. Herb Zaller some sort of bowling league.
Although Mike Zona allowed the Ca- the tourney. It is encouraging to note
led the Streaks with a 513 series and
valiers only five hits, faulty support that all the members of the team,
a 194 game. Others in order of their
in the field cost the Finks a victory. with the exception of Fannelly, gained
scores were Virag. Pchola, Masek, and
Bob Kenney pitched well enough to some experience with the short-lived
Higgins. In the first meeting on Cargain the 11-5 victory.
team of last year.
roll's home alleys, the Blue and Gold
took the Riders 2451 to 2234. Thus
The match with Kent has an omiThe senior Wawacs, after winning
Carroll out-pinned Case by a total of
their first gome from the Engineers, nous bearing on the future of an off327 points. In this engogement H~rne
A novel departure in the way of 6-5, were thumped by the Cavaliers, cia! golf team. As yet no other matchcheck was high for the losers. w1th n honoring athletic teams was made last 11-8 in their second encounter, despite es, besides a
return engagement at
523 series.
Saturday night when the Hockey and Joe Curry's Yal!iant hurling. Center Kent, are in sight, although several
Fielder Pat McNulty struck out with neighboring colleges sport teams. HowAgainst the Reserve bowlers Car- Basketball teams of this year were
the bases loaded and two out in the ever, if the outcome of Monday's
roll was also victorious. This time feted at a card-party dance sponsored
match is favorable, an extensive prolast inning.
by
the
Fathers'
Club.
they rolled a total of 2658 to the Red
gram will be outlined, including matCats' 2376. Next week the team~ meet
From the games which have been ches with Toledo and Akron.
Sweaters and letters were awarded
in the other half of the match, Carroll to members of the teams by Coaches played to date, it is very evident that
entering with a 282 pin margin. In Herb Bee and Tom Conley.
there are either too many teams enShould the team receive school santhis meet Bud Masek roll_~d high for
tered in the league or else there is a ction and pursue an enthusiastic schethe Streaks with a 235; 628 total. Ted
Hockey monograms were awarded to dearth of good baseball material on dule, it will mark the first time in the
Virag hit the maples to the 543 tune; Captain Don Myers, and Gene Davis. the Carroll campus. Again, noon class- history of Carroll that an official golf
Za ller . 531; and Len Pchola, 529.
seniors; Clem Rannigan, Bob Smith, es deplete the ranks of the players, squad has represented her. Last year
With this advance in collegiate and Matt Schneider, juniors; and Joe so much so that it is a rarity to find the activity of the unofficial team was
bOwling, new life is given this sport, Hachey, Tom Smith, and John Clancey, a team that hasn't three or four sub- spasmodic, resulting in only two matsince Dyke, Fenn, B. W., Reserve and sophomores.
stitutes in its line-up.
ches one, a victory over Akron; t h e

Carroll Bowlers Prosper;
Lead Over Reserve, Case

To

Schneider, Fanelly And l-leilman Other
T rivison Cards

To Clinch Title

~

Dead Enders Take
IM Cage Title
"Un less the two teams a r e able to
get together and arrange a date for
their game, I'm afr a id t hat w e will
have to call it a for fe it." Thus did
Director Gene Oberst summarize the
situation su rrounding th e final playoff game between t h e Zazaula Zazas
and the Dead End ers for t h e Intramural Basketball Lea g ue title.
After the two team s h a d split the
first two games of t h e series, t he final
game, scheduled for Frid ay, April 8
had to be postponed b ecause of t he
enforced absence of two of t h e Zaza
regulars. Since then the two man agers,
Fred Fancily and Tom Mazanec, have
not been able to agree on a date.
Two Da t es Fa il
To Accomodate Teams
Two other dates have b een set but
the Zazas were n ot a ble to put in an
appearance. Once, Fanelly posted a
notice sch eduling t h e game for last
Saturday at 10 a . m., but s ince most
of the defending titlists are from the
West Side, they did not feel that it
was just to ask them t o travel a ll the
way to Carroll for the game.
As the situation now st ands, either
the two teams agree on a date favorable to both, or t h e Zazula Za zas, last
year's champs, will be for ced t o vacate
their title without losin g it on the field
of action.
other, a loss to Toledo. But, as the
principal obstacle to a n active squad
was inclement weather , all ind ica tions
point to a fuller sked t his year.
Hawthorne Valley, the site of all
home matches, is a course capable of
flaunting even the riches t of pros' in
the game. Its length, a nd t h e fact that
it is beset with heavy w oods, make the
par 72 almost unbreakable. The private course is located on Aurora Rd.
near Solon . ·
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Conley Prepares Griddersl Who's Who at: Carroll
For Open House Bat:t:le

Charles A. Maurer, Jr., was born in
Canton, Ohio, on May 20, 1919. He
1 attended St. Peter's gmde school and
then St. Peter's Junior High School in
Canton.

In order to better mold a smart fighting, well-trained team,
Coach Tom Conley has announced that he will carry a keleton
squad of 25 or 26 men. On this small organil.'ation Conley intendil
to stake his claim for a second Big F'our grid title.

In 1934 Charlie enrolled at Canton
McKinley High School. When he graduated in 1937, the list of achievements
behind his name was worthy of his
work and intelligence. The debating
squad had attracted him and he was
a member of it for three years. As
fitting his industrious nature he was
elected to the National Honor Society before leaving McKinley.

This year's squad will have a tough
schedule to overcome if they are to
May 3, 1941, Churchill Downs better the poor showing of last year's
Kentucky.
Although there are only seven
Good afternoon, ladies and team.
games definitely set, none of them
gentlemen. Today we greet you are breathers. Especially in the Big
from the memorable Churchill Four will the Streaks encounter difDowns down in the Blue Grass ficulty, since Case's strong squad lost
notices for the hockey seastate where today in a few mi- only a few veterans, notably Schusp- sonAdvance
of 1942 came to light this w~k
He started his college matriculation
nutes one of the greatest of all ska and Poremba.
with the election of Clem Hannigan
at Kent State University, but after one
horse races, the Kentuckv Der
A small, but fast, backfield will fea- and .Bob Smith as co-captains. Hanniyear here, he came to John Carroll
by, will begin.
ture the Streak attack. None of the gan has been a brilliant wing on the
in September of 1938. Since being at
The field has narrowed down from a berths are anywhere near settlement, squad for the past two seasons, while
Carroll, Charlie has won the admirapossible hundred odd nominees of last although a likely starting backfield Smith has served as goal tender.
tion and respect of his professors and
December, to the eleven thoroughbreds could consist of Cassie Rutkowski at
his fellow students by his forsenic abilThis will probably begin a bit of
who carry the colors of their respec- quarter, Tony Yonto, at fullback, PhiL speculation as to which teams will
ities and his keen, logical mind. He
tive owners. Favorites of the racing McGrath in the left half slot with
is a member of the Oratorical Society
comprise next season's league. Coach
Charles A. Maurer
public as the horses go to the gate Bob Yanke in the right hand berth. Herb Bee has an excellent set of prosand this year he teamed with Dan
are Porter's Cap and Our Boots. The But these veterans will have plenty pects, provided that the draft and simRyan and won the upperclass debate
latter mare was picked as the trainer's competition from such men as Nick
tournament. In his junior year he
ilar means of elimination do not bechoice in a poll taken last Wednesday. and Angie Barille, Tom Kennedy, Harwas elected to the post of secret11ry of
come too powerful. Rumor has it that
This choice was unusual since it has ry Haines, and AI Picutta, converted Clem's brother, and team-mate from
the Oratorical Society.
become a tradition that no horse guard who seems to be developing in- East High School, will return to CarI n the spiritual activities of the
has ever won a Derby after being a to a smart quarterback. Incidently, the roll in time to become eligible for the
school, Charlie has been one of the
Belmont Futurity winner. Our Boots drafting of AI Gaul has left the signal next hockey period. Joe Hachey -.,vill
most active undergraduate students.
was the Belmont winner this year.
calling position wide-open.
return as a junior, as well as Tom
During the past few months the His work in the Sodality first as a
One of the most important factors
Led by Captain Ed Sheridan, who is Smith, Matt Schneider, and Tom Kue- John Carroll University library has in- member, and this past year as its
in the winning of any race is the jo- also worried about the draft, the line brich. Members of the class of '44 also creased its number of circulating vol- Prefect, has been an incentive to the
ckey. Every year the Derby grabs the will have more experience than last show much promise. If Jack Evans be- umes. The new books are now ready Sodality as a whole.
best of the Jot. This year is no excep- year's. In case of necessity "Bobo" comes goalie, Smith will probably be for circulation.
Membership in the Radio Club has
tion. Such magical names as Eddie Ar- Retzlaff and Frank Montana will b.e switched to defense; others are Pete
Kmieck, Bob Persche, Bill Mulligan and
The books cover a multitude of furnished a divers1on for his talents
caro, Buddy Haas, Don Meade, James ready to relieve the senior center.
Bill Braun.
fields of learning. A few of the more and such he has frequently appeared
Basil, and Conn McCreary are mounted
Tony Byrne and Bob Obringer, with
important ones are: "The Second on the UniVersity's program.
on the nation's best three-year olds.
Bank of the United States'' by CatterThis will be Meade's first Derby since Frannie Hughes as an alternate, seem
Befitting Charlie's work at Carroll
all; "Storia della lingua di Roma", De1935 when he mounted the winner. to have the inside track on the guard
was his election in his junior year to
posts.
Jack
Scaccuta
will
give
these
voto;
"The
Science
of
Life"
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Derby trial last Tuesday defeating frosh standout at the tackle post is Hospital, was read by the correspondYou saw it in The Carroll News
Whirlaway.
ing secretary and stated that he ICC Meets Sunday
Dick Kinn.
At the present moment the horses
would appreciate it immensely to have
As was the case last year, the end
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the group visit the hospital: Members
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m Search of Men
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down past the grandstand in a thrilling stretch duel. But now Whirlaway
begins to fade and its Our Boots and
Market Wise, who have the only
chance to overtake the flying Porter's
Cap.
With only 60 yards to go the Howard hone bas a two length lead on
Our Boots and crosses the wire almost
three lengths in front with Our Boots
second and Market Wise third and the
fading Whirlaway fourlh.
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G lee C lub Concert:

(Continued from page 3 )
the duty of an organized group who
make it their life work. •·social Engineers", he said, "are now being employed in all large factories, big business concerns, and by the government to plan her programs where the
social sciences are involved."

and merited the acclamation of all
present.
The Carroll quartet of Michael Zannoni, Robert Politi, Frank Greicius, and
Ptml Vincent will sing "Old Man
Noah", and "Star Dust." The quartet
is well known to th:a student body,
having sung during several convocations and other events during the
school year.

He also pointed to the fact that
this branch of occupation has opened
a boundless field in which Catholic
leaders could spread the Faith and
at the same time earn a sizeable income. "Social work has just been organized for twenty-five years and consequently offers uncountable possibilities to those entering it at this stage."
To this he added: ''The salaries, although they do not run into the millions, are high enough to induce one
to enter social work. The base pay
for a certified worker starts at around
$125 per month and augments to approximately $6000 a year."

Dr. Balogh has been associated with
John Carroll for the last four years.
Under his guidance, courses of music
are now a regular part of the curriculum. The Glee Club has prospered
greatly since his taking over the Directorship. His musical genius and effervescent personality has endeared
him to the Carroll students.

Miss Carolyn Giebel
As a final touch of beauty, the Glee
club has as its hostess, Miss Carolyn
Giebel. William Dowling, president of
the Glee club, is Miss Giebel's escort.
She is a popular sophomore at Ursuline college.
ience singing.
Ticket sales have been going rapidly
and at press time there was but
twenty per cent of the seats left unsold.

I
which has swept the country, the final
number will be the National Anthem
with both the Glee Club and the, aud- 1

Friday, May 2, 1941

NEWS

F=at:her Murphy ...

The Hostess ...

(Continued from page 1 )

The persevering spirit which has
vitalized the Glee Club for the past
thirteen years has been that of Fr.
Joseph A. Kiefer, S. J., acting in his
post of Moderator. His modesty and
geniality have been the main sources
of encouragement and inspiration to
its m~mbers during these years.
Edward I. Kuznik, freshman accordianist and pianist, will play a solo,
"The Volga Boatman," and will also
accompany the Glee Club on the piano
and accordian.
A chamber music section composed
of Carroll and Notre Dame College
students will offer several selections.
Among them will be selections of Mozart, Kreisler, and Lehar. Miss Ruth
Hoyer will play a xylophone solo,
"Liebesfraud," by Kreisler.
Rev. Joseph A. Kiefer, S. J. , will
then lead the club in "Sons of Carroll," his own composition, as the second last number.
In keeping with the patriotic spirit

CARROLL

CHICKEN

In conclusion Fr. Murphy said, "Social work has expanded the range of
opportunities in every field of life."
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Differing exceedingly from their predecessors of the class of '43, this year's
freshmen have found their debating
tournament in the throes between
start and end.
At present, there are four teams,
so-called "semi-finalists" including the
pairings of Mulligan-Duf£ner, McCormick-Fitzgerald, R. Ennen-Henderson,
and Malloy-Bagl,.y eligible to continue
in the meet.
Of these, only one team, Mulligan
and Duffner, have completed their
schedule of five debates.
The cessation of action, it is reported, was due to the failure of the
president of the group to call a meeting or to continue the booking of the
tournament.
( Story on page 3
Paul Vincent, president of the upperclass society, is expected to step in
(Above
Ken Fitzgerald, junior, and aid in the conclusion of the tourwas elected president of the Sodality nament, the victors of which win the
yesterday.
dean's cup.
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Everybody who smokes them likes their
COOLER, MILDER, BETTER TASTE

On the movie lot or wherever you
go, the Right Combination of the
best tobaccos from our own
Southland and from distant Turkey
and Greece makes Chesterfield the
one cigarette that truly Satisfies.
Note how many more smokers are enjoying
Chesterfield's definitely Milder1
Cooler-Smoking, Better Taste.

PRISCILLA LANE, starring in Warner
Bros.' forth,oming hit "MISS WHEEl·
WRIGHT DISCOVERS AMERICA."

